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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the problem of wind turbine tower damping control design and implementation in situations where the
support structure parameters vary from their nominal design values. Such situations can, in practice, occur for onshore and
especially offshore wind turbines and are attributed to aging, turbine installation, scour or marine sand dunes phenomena
and biofouling. Practical experience of wind turbine manufacturing industry has shown that such effects are most easily
quantified in terms of the first natural frequency of the turbine support structure. The paper brings forward a study regarding
the amount to which nominal tower damping controller performance is affected by changes in the turbine natural frequency.
Subsequently, an adaptive tower damping control loop is designed using linear parameter-varying control synthesis; the
proposed tower damping controller depends on this varying parameter which is assumed throughout the study to be readily
available. An investigation of the fatigue load reduction performance in comparison with the original tower damping control
approach is given for a generic three-bladed horizontal-axis wind turbine. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wind power has proven to be one of the most versatile forms of renewable energy.1 Given the massive potential at sea,
offshore wind energy is currently emerging as the most promising method of achieving the global targets for wind energy
production.2 The cost of offshore energy is, however, still too high and strongly relies on governmental subsidies. In order
to make it a competitive source of energy and speed up the envisioned large scale implementation, lots of research aiming
at lowering the cost of offshore wind energy is being performed. Among the many other technological advances being
made, wind turbine control plays an important role to lowering the cost of offshore energy by reducing the turbine loads
and increasing the reliability of wind turbines.

Offshore wind turbines operate in harsh, time-varying environmental conditions resulting in significant uncertainties
during the design. More specifically, wind turbine manufacturers face the problem that the support structure modal param-
eters (such as frequency and damping) deviate significantly from their design values.3, 4 Even more, these parameters also
vary with time because of e.g., scour, formation of marine sand dunes and biofouling.1, 5–8 As the true support structure
frequency is not exactly known in advance, is time-varying and deviates from one turbine in the farm to another, a robust
design of the support structure is required to ensure it can withstand the worst-case loading that may occur during its
lifetime. Even more, the wind turbine controller, tuned for a wrong support structure frequency, is not only expected to
perform sub-optimally but might even increase the loads on the support structure as shown later on in the paper. This leads
altogether to conservative designs of the support structure with increased material costs and questionable reliability.

In an attempt to reduce the costs because of this design and operational uncertainty, in this paper an adaptive control
algorithm is developed that reduces the loads on the support structure in a worst-case sense in the presence of uncertainty
in the support structure frequency. This parameter is assumed to be unknown during the design apart from a realistic
possible range of variation, very slowly-varying and online-available (i.e., identifiable using measured data, for one possible
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approach see e.g., Balaguer et al.9). Given this setting, the objective of this paper is to develop a methodology for the
design of a control algorithm that adapts its parameters based on the tower frequency, estimated by some means. The
purpose is to achieve improved performance in terms of reduction of fatigue loads on the support structure when compared
with conventional control where the controller is tuned for the nominal (design) value of the tower frequency. Based on
a detailed analysis, the focus of this work is to put on the active fore-aft tower damping control loop as this loop suffers
most by the considered changes in the tower dynamics. Damping of the fore-aft vibrations of the tower is achieved, as
usual, by controlling the thrust force on the rotor by means of collectively pitching the blades based on the measured tower
top acceleration.10

For addressing the aforementioned parameter-dependent control design problem, the well-established framework for the
design and analysis of linear parameter-varying (LPV) controllers (see e.g., other studies11–13) is very suitable. Generally
speaking, an LPV system is a state-space model that depends on either its state vector (after the linearization procedure of a
non-linear system) or on some external parameter that defines its operating condition (e.g., the wind input in a wind turbine
model or the support structure frequency). Either way, when this parameter defining the system dynamics is known, an
LPV controller that depends on the same parameter (called scheduling parameter) can be designed and is less conservative
(i.e., achieves better control performance) than a linear time-invariant controller (be it a nominal controller designed for the
nominal value of the scheduling parameter or a robust controller designed to optimize the performance for the worst-case
value of the scheduling parameter). The performance of LPV controllers is typically selected as some system norm (usually
either the H2 or the H1 norm, see e.g., Skogestad and Postlethwaite14). When it comes to load reduction controls for
wind turbines, the performance is typically evaluated in terms of fatigue equivalent loads; however, fatigue loads evaluation
involves time-domain simulations and cannot be explicitly incorporated into a performance criterion that can be handled
directly by modern control theory. For that reason, control engineers are bound to use the conventional performance criteria.
In this work, an LPV tower fore-aft damping controller is designed that is scheduled on the support structure frequency.
The controller is designed to minimize the H2 norm of the closed-loop system (i.e., the energy sum of transients) from
the wind input to a certain imposed performance output (here, the weighted sum of the tower top fore-aft acceleration and
collective pitch angle control action) and the performance is finally evaluated in terms of fatigue loading on the tower.

Linear parameter-varying control and/or identification are not new in the field of wind energy.15–19 LPV control has been
proposed for variable-speed fixed-pitch wind turbines in one study15 for controlling the rotor speed (RS) in both partial
load and full load. This work is later extended in one study16 to variable-pitch wind turbines, where an LPV controller
is developed scheduled by the wind speed, RS and pitch angle. Similar work is presented in one study;20 however, a
more pragmatic approach is chosen wherein the scheduling parameter is the RS at below-rated wind conditions and the
blade pitch angle at above-rated wind conditions. In two studies,21, 22 the scheduling parameter is the estimated wind
speed. LPV controllers have also been used for loads reduction, where the majority of the work considers above-rated
wind conditions.23–25 In an attempt to improve on the standard industrial approach to designing wind turbine controllers
where each control loop is designed individually, a very enthusiastic approach is proposed in a study17 that considers
multiple-input multiple-output LPV control design with multiple performance objectives, namely RS control, drivetrain
damping and tower fore-aft damping. The LPV controller covers both below-rated and above-rated wind conditions and is
scheduled on the (estimated) wind speed.

What is common to the publications mentioned previously is that LPV control is applied to deal with changes in
the underlying wind turbine model because of wind speed variations. None of aforementioned works, however, touches
upon the problem considered in this paper, namely LPV control for tower fore-aft damping when a parameter of the
model (the support structure frequency) deviates from its design value and/or changes in time because of design and
operational uncertainties.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a wind turbine model is presented as used for control design and
evaluation. The proposed approach to LPV tower fore-aft damping control is described in Section 3, in comparison with a
traditional tower fore-aft damping control approach, and is further evaluated in Section 4 on a case study with the generic
5 MW NREL reference wind turbine. Finally, concluding remarks on the potential of the proposed method for reduction of
the cost of offshore wind energy are made in Section 5.

2. WIND TURBINE MODEL

In this section, a wind turbine modeling approach that can be used towards addressing the formulated goals of the research
work is given. This approach is applicable to variable-speed pitch-regulated horizontal-axis wind turbines with any number
of blades and is used within industrial control software design tools for the development of control loops such as e.g. power
regulation and RS control, drivetrain damping control, tower damping control, individual pitch control and rotor overspeed
prevention control.

For control systems design, the higher-fidelity models that are typically used for wind turbine simulation are replaced
by more simple models which represent the turbine dynamic behavior up to some extent relevant for the control purposes.1
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Because of that the main subsystems of a wind turbine physically interact with each other, a natural modeling approach is
to characterize this dynamic behavior of each subsystem individually, as shown in the remainder of this section.

2.1. Aerodynamic modeling

For a given wind turbine rotor with radius R and constant uniform undisturbed wind speed v, let us define the dynamic
force Fdyn.v/ D

1
2��R2v2 with � representing the air density. Assuming that there is one axial wind speed per turbine

blade u.i/ax for i D 1, B where B represents the number of turbine blades, the following blade-effective axial force F.i/ax and
aerodynamic torque T.i/a can be defined, respectively:

F.i/ax

�
u.i/ax

�
D Fdyn

�
u.i/ax

�
� CT

�
�i, � .i/

�
=B

T.i/a

�
u.i/ax

�
D R � Fdyn

�
u.i/ax

�
� CQ

�
�.i/, � .i/

�
=B

(1)

appropriately catering for the effect of individual blade pitching.26 The static rotor thrust coefficient CQ and torque coef-
ficient CT depend on the individual blade pitch angles � .i/ and blade tip-speed ratios �.i/ D �rr

u.i/ax
where �r represents

the RS.
Dynamic inflow i.e., the effect of dynamic wake adaptation as a result of an abrupt change of the blade pitch angle

and/or the wind speed1 can be modeled within our context in a simplified fashion by approximating the effect of pitch
angle variations on the forces and torques in equation (1) as follows:27

(1) pre-filtering the collective pitch angle �col D
PB

iD1 �
.i/ using two lead-lag filters with coefficients depending on the

mean wind speed, giving filtered collective blade pitch angles �CT and �CQ , respectively;
(2) computing the filtered blade pitch angles:

�
.i/
CT
D �CT C �

.i/ � �col

�
.i/
CQ
D �CQ C �

.i/ � �col

(2)

(3) finally, replacing the blade pitch angles � .i/ in (1) with the filtered versions from the expressions (2).

By further assuming that the blades are designed with equal aerodynamic efficiency along the blade radius, the lead-
wise force is constant whereas the flapwise force increases linearly with the radial position28 and the following expressions
hold for the blade flap moments M.i/

fl , blade tilt moment M.i/
tilt , blade yaw moments M.i/

yaw and blade sideward force

F.i/sd , respectively:

M.i/
fl D �

2

3
� R � F.i/ax

M.i/
tilt D

2

3
� R � F.i/ax � sin

�
 .i/

�
M.i/

yaw D �
2

3
� R � F.i/ax � cos

�
 .i/

�
F.i/sd D �

2

R
� T.i/a � sin

�
 .i/

�
(3)

Note that all forces and moments have their directions according to a right-handed coordinate system with the x-axis
pointing downwind and the z-axis pointing downwards. Additionally,  .i/ denotes the azimuthal position of the ith blade
(by convention, zero at 3 o’clock and increasing in clockwise direction).

2.2. Drivetrain model

Whereas the slow shaft of the drivetrain is flexible and modeled by the first collective lead-lag mode with torsional stiffness
sdt and damping ddt, the fast shaft is assumed rigid. The gearbox is rigidly connected to the rigid nacelle and has a trans-
mission ratio of itr which is conventionally positive when the direction of rotation of the fast shaft is the same as the one
of the slow shaft and negative otherwise. The rotational dynamics of the two shafts are then represented by the following
equations of motion:
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Jg P�g D
1

itr
� .Tsh � Tloss/ � Tgen � sign .itr/

Jr P�r D Ta � Tsh

(4)

where Jr and Jg represent the rotor inertia and generator inertia, respectively,�g is the generator speed, Tgen is the generator
torque and Ta is the rotor-effective aerodynamic torque, calculated similarly to blade-effective counterpart in equation (1)
but using the collective wind speed defined in Subsection 2.5. The shaft torque Tsh is given by the equation:

Tsh D sdt� C ddt P� (5)

which depends on both the shaft torsion angle � and the shaft torsion velocity P� given by

P� D �r �
1

itr
�g. (6)

The conversion losses can be modeled by:

Tloss D TC C Tv
1

itr
�g C TtTsh (7)

and arise because of three loss terms, namely the Coulomb damping torque TC, the viscous friction torque Tv and an
additional term Tt proportional to the shaft torque.

2.3. Tower top motion

The tower top motion can be modeled by a second-order mass-spring-damper system to approximate the first structural
tower mode. The tower mass mt, damping dt and stiffness st are the parameters that fully describe this considered motion
and can be considered to be the same both in the fore-aft direction and in the sidewards direction.

The fore-aft tower motion is excited by the axial forces F.i/ax and the tilting moment M.i/
tilt . By viewing, for the sake of

simplicity, the tower as a cantilever prismatic beam, the tilting moment M.i/
tilt applied to the tower top will produce the same

tower top displacement as a force 3
2H M.i/

tilt , therefore resulting in the following fore-aft tower model:

mt Rxfa C dt Pxfa C stxfa D

BX
iD1

�
F.i/ax �

3

2H
M.i/

tilt

�
(8)

where xfa is the tower top position in the fore-aft direction. The negative sign in equation (8) is due to the fact that a positive
tilting moment will give rise to a forward, and hence negative, tower top displacement.

A similar model holds for the motion with respect to the tower top sidewards position xsd:

mt Rxsd C dt Pxsd C stxsd D
3

2H
Tnac C

BX
iD1

F.i/sd (9)

This motion is excited by the sum of the sidewards forces F.i/sd and by the effective torque Tnac:

Tnac D Tgen � sign .itr/C Tsh �
1

itr
� .Tsh � Tloss/ (10)

acting on the top of the tower and called nacelle torque.

2.4. Actuator dynamics

For variable-speed pitch-regulated wind turbines, two actuation subsystems are available for turbine control, namely
the electrical generator and the blade pitch actuators. The electrical generator is modeled by a second-order linear
servomechanism:

Tgen D
!2

g

s2 C 2ˇg!gsC !2
g
� Tref

gen (11)

with !g as model cut-off frequency and ˇg as damping ratio. This actuator will provide an actual generator torque Tgen

based on a torque demand Tref
gen.
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The pitch actuator model for each blade consists of two parts: the first is a delayed second-order linear servomechanism
with model cut-off frequency !pt, damping ratio ˇpt and pure delay �pt:

�
.i/
unlim D

!2
pt

s2 C 2ˇpt!ptsC !2
pt
� e��pts � �

.i/
ref (12)

providing an unlimited pitch angle � .i/unlim for each turbine blade based on a pitch demand � .i/ref ; the second is a limitation

component that restricts each unlimited blade pitch position � .i/unlim and its associated speed P� .i/unlim and acceleration R� .i/unlim,

giving rise to the corresponding limited pitch angles � .i/lim through the limitation relations:

�min � �
.i/
lim � �max

P�min � P�
.i/
lim �

P�max

R�min � R�
.i/
lim �

R�max

(13)

with defining constants f�min, �maxg for the blade pitch angle limitation,
n
P�min, P�max

o
for the blade pitch speed limitation

and
n
R�min, R�max

o
for the blade pitch acceleration limitation.

2.5. Wind modeling

A simplified wind modeling approach based on the mentioned so-called blade-effective signals26, 28 i.e. per blade there is
one single wind signal that parametrizes the corresponding blade axial thrust force F.i/ax and torque T.i/a is used with the
following effects included:

stochastic effects: blade-effective stochastic wind speed signals u.i/sto for i D 1, B are generated in such a way that they
approximate the effect of a three-dimensional wind field on the spectrum of the flapwise blade root bending moments
M.i/

fl ; these stochastic wind signals consist both of a slowly-varying average wind (so-called 0P) component and of

periodic components with frequencies equal to multiples of the rotor rotation frequency �r
2� resulting in rotational wind

field sampling (so-called nP components with n D 1, 2, ...);
deterministic effects: namely wind shear u.i/shr, tower shadow u.i/shd and the effect of fore-aft tower top motion u.i/tow D

�Pxfa �
�

1 � R
H � sin

�
 .i/

��
.

These are inputs to the aerodynamic model equation 1) through the defined blade-effective wind speeds u.i/ax :

u.i/ax D u.i/sto C u.i/shr

�
 .i/

�
C u.i/shd

�
 .i/

�
C u.i/tow

�
 .i/

�
(14)

The collective wind speed ucol introduced for the definition of the rotor-effective aerodynamic torque Ta in equation (4)
is defined as:

ucol D
1

B

BX
iD1

u.i/ax (15)

and represents the average of the blade-effective wind speed signals.

3. TOWER DAMPING CONTROL

A wind turbine controller consists of an interconnection of different control loops (Figure 1), such as loops for regulating
the RS and power production, damping oscillations in the drivetrain, reducing tower fore-aft vibrations, mitigating blade
loads by individual pitch control and so on. The focal point of this section is the problem of fore-aft tower damping control
design when the tower frequency is not known exactly during the design and/or might change during turbine operation
because of external influences. Generally speaking, the purpose of the tower fore-aft damping control loop is to achieve
support structure fatigue load reduction by means of collective pitch control as shown in Figure 1. By modifying the
collective pitch angle of the blades in response to the measurement of the tower top accelerations, the fatigue loads can
be reduced. The tower bottom moment (TBM) is considered here as an indicator of the loads on the support structure.1

In practice, it is of special importance to have an estimate of how the mechanical loads in the tower relate to the support
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Figure 1. Simplified block diagram representation of the considered control loops.

structure lifetime. This is generally evaluated starting from the time series of the TBM and subsequently using this data
within damage-equivalent load (DEL) calculation algorithms, such as the rainflow-counting algorithm, in order to arrive at
an estimate of the equivalent fatigue load for the entire lifetime of the wind turbine.1 From a controls viewpoint, the problem
of DEL load mitigation is not only challenging because of that the calculation of DELs can be done in many different ways,
all yielding their separate results only correlated up to some extent,29 but also because of it is difficult to formulate control
objectives (time-domain, frequency-domain or mixed) in terms of a desired DEL behavior for any given DEL estimation
method since the involved estimation calculations are not straightforwardly representable by closed-form expressions. The
problem of tower fatigue load reduction through active damping control is, therefore, always indirectly addressed through
one or a combination of these formulated control objectives (for several previous works we refer to other studies10, 30–34).
An even more challenging problem arises when the support structure parameters used within the tower top motion model
vary with the passing of time because of e.g., aging,1, 5, 6 scour,4, 7 marine sand dunes3, 4 or biofouling.8 Although it is,
in general, difficult to quantify the effects of such phenomena directly on the physical parameters mt, st, dt of the model
equation (8), practical experience of wind turbine manufacturers has revealed that these effects can be most easily translated
in terms of variations of the first natural tower frequency !n D

q
st
mt

from its nominal value. It is, therefore, crucial for
appropriate tower damping control operation that such changes in the first natural tower frequency are accounted for within
the control action. It should be pointed out that the damping ratio is an even more significant source of model uncertainty
than the frequency; however, uncertainty in the damping is not considered here because of its insignificant effect on the
design and performance of wind turbine controller. The remainder of this section is dedicated to reviewing the nominal
tower damping control approach in Subsection 3.1 where such variations are not explicitly accounted for and to presenting
a state-of-the-art adaptive tower damping control approach in Subsection 3.2 where account of these variations is taken
for properly adjusting the control action. These two approaches are then comparatively evaluated within a case study in
Section 4.

3.1. Nominal tower damping control

For the design of a controller for fore-aft tower motion damping, the non-linear model presented in Section 2 is linearized
in the vicinity p of an equilibrium operating point Np ,

�
�col.ucol,high/ �r.ucol,high/ ucol,high

�T
in terms of some collective

wind speed ucol,high for above-rated wind turbine operation, which gives rise to a collective pitch angle �col.ucol,high/ and
RS �r.ucol,high/ based on the turbine operation curve.

The derived linearized model from Section 2 can be expressed by a state-space representation in terms of small deviations
ı of all variables from their values at the considered operating point:
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(16)

with the derivatives of the aerodynamic thrust force Fax with respect to the collective pitch angle �col and collective wind
speed ucol at the equilibrium operating point Np being computed as:

r�col
Fax.Np/ D

1

2
��R2 Nu2

col
@CT .�, �col/

@�col

ˇ̌̌
ˇ
Np

rucol Fax.Np/ D
1

2
��R2 Nucol

@CT .�, �col/

@ucol

ˇ̌̌
ˇ
Np

(17)

Additionally, the term ıusto,col is introduced to account for both small deviations of the collective wind speed and small
deviations of the tower top fore-aft velocity from the considered equilibrium point:

ıusto,col , ıucol C ıPxfa (18)

Based on the state-space model (16), a controller can be designed. Here, a state-feedback type of proportional-derivative
controller with respect to the deviations of the fore-aft acceleration Rxfa from an equilibrium is most easily designed by
making use of the two states of the considered model; use is made of the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) design methodol-
ogy35 by an appropriate choice of a set .Q, R/ of state-weighting and input-weighting matrices. The collective pitch angle
control signal is then expressed as:

ı�col D
�

KP KD
�
�

"
ıOxfa

ıOPxfa

#
(19)

and represents a linear combination of the estimated fore-aft tower top position ıOxfa and speed ıOPxfa deviations obtained
through a state observer designed based on the model (16). These two states can be retrieved using e.g. a discrete-time
Kalman filter36 constructed based on this model and fed with the measurements of the fore-aft tower top acceleration Rxfa,
see Kanev et al.37 for further details regarding the design of the tower state observer.

Because of that the design has been carried for a linearized model at one specific (above-rated) wind speed, to cover the
entire wind turbine operation region, a gain-scheduling strategy can be applied to the control action;37 in general, the control
action of the tower damping controller is reduced, or even eliminated, in partial-load conditions and this is accounted for
in the gain-scheduling design. Additionally, it is crucial to pre-filter the computed collective pitch angle tower damping
control action using band-stop filters before adding this signal to the loop of Figure 1, because the estimates ıOxfa and ıOPxfa
are influenced by BP, 2BP and 3BP components because of tower shadow and rotational sampling effects. Furthermore, the
average values in these estimates due to e.g., bias in the measurement of Rxfa also need to be removed using a high-pass filter
with cut-off frequency below the natural tower frequency.37 These filters, therefore, also become part of the tower damping
controller. The presented nominal tower damping control loop can be observed in the standard block diagram of Figure 4.

3.2. Adaptive tower damping control

The tower damping control approach previously presented provides optimal fatigue load reduction if the model (16)
considered for control design is time-invariant. As mentioned, this assumption is in practice violated because of slow
changes in the turbine support structure parameters, often quantified in terms of the first natural tower frequency. By
allowing for controller parameter adaptation to such changes, assumed to this extent to be triggered by variations in the
fore-aft tower stiffness st, the performance of tower damping controllers can be guaranteed also in such off-spec situations.

To arrive at an affinely parameter-dependent LPV state-space model, define

	 , st

mt
(20)

which is directly related to the slowly-varying changing parameter !n by 	 D !2
n . Equation (16) then takes the form:
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Figure 2. Bode plots for the ı�col ! ı Rxfa transfer as a function of the tower natural frequency (directly related to � by equation (20)).

"
ıPxfa

ıRxfa

#
D Afa.	/ �

"
ıxfa

ıPxfa

#
C Bu, faı�col C Bw, faıusto, col

ıRxfa D Cfa.	/ �

�
ıxfa
ıPxfa

	
C Du, faı�col C Dw, faıusto, col

(21)

with Afa.	/ and Cfa.	/ depending affinely on 	. In Figure 2, an example of the sensitivity of the ı�col ! ıRxfa transfer to the
variation of 	 is shown; as can be seen, the resonant mode of the system, typically damped by tower damping controllers,
changes its location with changes in 	.

Tower damping controllers whose parameters change based on the variation of the parameter 	 can be synthesized
within the framework of LPV control theory using linear matrix inequality (LMI) tools from convex optimization.38, 39

The design problem will need, however, to be addressed through an output-feedback approach because the separation of
state estimation and state-feedback control design cannot be directly tackled for LPV systems (see Friedland40 for further
details). By first representing the model (21) as a discrete-time LPV system through appropriate discretization41 by e.g.,
zero-order hold transformation36 and appending all design specifications such as e.g., the LQR control synthesis weighting
matrices Q and R to a so-called generalized plant:

P :

8̂<
:̂

xP.kC 1/ D AP.	/xP.k/ C BPu.	/ı�col.k/ C BPw.	/ıusto,col.k/

ıRxfa.k/ D CPy.	/xP.k/ C DPuy.	/ı�col.k/ C DPwy.	/ıusto,col.k/

z.k/ D CPz.	/xP.k/ C DPuz.	/ı�col.k/

(22)

a discrete-time controller:

K :

(
xK.kC 1/ D AK.	/xK.k/ C BK.	/ıRxfa.k/

ı�col.k/ D CK.	/xK.k/ C DK.	/ıRxfa.k/
(23)

can be designed by the LMI optimization approach for discrete-time H2 LPV output-feedback controller synthesis method-
ology using parameter-dependent Lyapunov functions,42–45 providing both stability and performance guarantees for the
closed-loop system:

T :

(
x.kC 1/ D A.	/x.k/C B.	/ıRxfa.k/

z.k/ D C.	/x.k/
(24)

The output z.k/ in equations (22) and (24) represents the performance signal for the associated H2 optimization problem.
In this study, it is selected as a weighted sum of the collective pitch angle ı�col.k/ and the fore-aft tower acceleration ıRxfa.k/
as follows:

z.k/ D Q1=2 � ıRxfa.k/C R1=2 � ı�col.k/ (25)

wherein Q1=2 and R1=2 denote the (matrix) square roots of the corresponding components from the pair .Q, R/ used for the
tuning of the state-feedback nominal tower damping controller by the LQR methodology (see e.g. Feron et al.46 for more
details). In this way, minimizing the closed-loop transfer operator from the disturbance input to the performance output
is similar to LQR optimization, with the difference that the controller developed here is an output-feedback controller
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as opposed to the previous state-feedback controller. The reason for using a cost function equal to the one used in LQR
optimization is that choosing the same cost function allows one to make a fair comparison between the two controllers.

Before the main result for solving the H2 optimization problem for controller (23) design is reported, the following
lemma is needed (see e.g., Feron et al.47 for more details).

Lemma 3.1. (Linear matrix inequality problem for discrete-time H2 linear parameter-varying output-feedback controller
synthesis)
The closed-loop system (24) with generalized plant (22) and controller (23), parametrized in terms of the slowly-varying

parameter 	 2 „ with d
dt 	 � 0 is Lyapunov (quadratically) stable and satisfies the generalized H2 quadratic performance

criterion jjTjj2 < 
 if the following optimization problem with LMI constraints is feasible in terms of the symmetric affinely
parameter-dependent matrix X.	/ D X0 C X1	 and symmetric parameter-independent matrix Q:

minimize 
2

over all 	 2 „

subject to the constraints: 2
64 X.	/ X.	/A.	/ X.	/B.	/

? X.	/ 0
? ? I

3
75 � 0

"
Q C.	/

? X.	/

#
� 0

trace.Q/ < 
2

(26)

Note, however, that the constraints in Lemma 3.1 are not convex in the unknowns because of products between the
unknown matrix X.	/ and the closed-loop matrices of (24) which contain the unknown controller matrices. However, these
can be further manipulated, leading to Lemma 3.2 which provides convex constraints for the LMI optimization problem in
the new unknowns R.	/, S.	/, K.	/, L.	/, M.	/ and N.	/.

Lemma 3.2 (Linear matrix inequality problem with convex constraints for discrete-time H2 linear parameter-varying
output-feedback controller synthesis). The closed-loop system (24) with generalized plant (22) and controller (23),
parametrized in terms of the slowly-varying parameter 	 2 „ with d

dt 	 � 0 is Lyapunov (quadratically) stable and satisfies
the generalized H2 quadratic performance criterion jjTjj2 < 
 if the following optimization problem with LMI constraints
is feasible in terms of the symmetric affinely parameter-dependent matrices R.	/ D R0 C R1	, S.	/ D S0 C S1	, K.	/ D
K0 C K1	, L.	/ D L0 C L1	, M.	/ D M0 CM1	, N.	/ D N0 C N1	 and symmetric parameter-independent matrix Q:

minimize 
2

over all 	 2 „

subject to the constraints:2
6666664

S.	/ I AP.	/S.	/C BPu.	/M.	/ AP.	/C BPu.	/N.	/CPy.	/ BPw.	/C BPu.	/N.	/DPwy.	/

? R.	/ K.	/ S.	/AP.	/C L.	/CPy.	/ S.	/BPw.	/C L.	/DPwy.	/

? ? S.	/ I 0

? ? ? R.	/ 0

? ? ? ? I

3
7777775 � 0

2
64 Q CPz.	/S.	/C DPuz.	/M.	/ CPz.	/C DPuz.	/N.	/CPy.	/

? S.	/ I
? ? R.	/

3
75 � 0

trace.Q/ < 
2

(27)

Proof. Denote X.	/ in equation (26) of Lemma 3.1 together with X�1.	/ and Y.	/ as

X.	/ ,
"

R.	/ U.	/

UT .	/ Z.	/

#
, X�1.	/ ,

"
S.	/ V.	/

VT .	/ W.	/

#
and Y.	/ ,

"
S.	/ I

VT .	/ 0

#
(28)
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Then the following change of variables becomes suitable:�
K.	/ L.	/
M.	/ N.	/

	
D

�
U.	/ R.	/BPu.	/

0 I

	 �
AK.	/ BK.	/

CK.	/ DK.	/

	 �
VT .	/ 0

CPy.	/S.	/ I

	
C

�
R.	/AP.	/S.	/ 0

0 0

	
(29)

for rendering the constraints (26) convex by left-hand and right-hand size multiplication of the first LMI in equation (26)
by diag

˚
YT .	/, YT .	/, YT .	/



and diag fY.	/, Y.	/, Y.	/g, respectively, and of the second LMI in equation (26) by

diag
˚
I, YT .	/



and diagfI, Y.	/g, respectively. Then the new constraints (27) of Lemma 3.2 arise and are convex in the

unknowns R.	/, S.	/, K.	/, L.	/, M.	/, N.	/ and Q. �

For computational implementation of the LMI optimization problem of Lemma 3.2 towards controller synthesis, an
approach based on gridding the parameter space „ is used as in one study48 since the constraints (27) are not affine in the
parameter 	. A summary of the procedure for design and implementation of the LPV tower fore-aft damping controller is
provided as follows:

Design stage (offline)
Step 1: define 	 as in equation (20) and choose a polytopic range for 	 2 „;

Step 2: choose a sufficiently fine grid of points for the parameter space „;

Step 3: for each value of 	 from the grid form the state-space system matrices (22);

Step 4: for all defined grid points solve optimization problem of Lemma 3.2 (using e.g.49) to obtain the matrices
R.	/, S.	/, K.	/, L.	/, M.	/ and N.	/.
Implementation stage (online)

Step 5: at discrete real-time instant k, given estimate of 	 of (20), form the current affine parameter-dependent system
matrices (22);

Step 6: form the current affine parameter-dependent synthesis matrices R.	/, S.	/, K.	/, L.	/, M.	/ and N.	/;

Step 7: calculate U.	/ D I � R.	/S.	/ and VT .	/ D I;

Step 8: use the reverse substitution (30) below to find the current controller matrices.

DK.	/ D N.	/

CK.	/ D
�
M.	/ � DK.	/CPy.	/S.	/

�
V�T .	/

BK.	/ D U�1.	/
�
L.	/ � R.	/BPu.	/DK.	/

�
AK.	/ D U�1.	/

��
K.	/ � L.	/CPy.	/S.	/ � R.	/AP.	/S.	/

�
V�T .	/ � R.	/BPu.	/CK.	/

�
(30)

Observe in the procedure summarized previously that the most involved calculations related to solving the LMI opti-
mization are performed offline to prepare the necessary data for online adaptation. The online controller adaptation, by
itself, consists of matrix calculations of relatively low complexity. Therefore, the controller structure is not seen as restric-
tive from the implementation point of view. The design process proposed, however, is more involved than the conventional
approach, and more simplified design approaches are also conceivable. However, the proposed LPV design approach offers
important advantages such as guaranteed stability and performance for the complete range of parameter uncertainty, smooth
variation of the controller parameters and does not rely on switching between local linear time-invariant controllers that do
not share the same physical state.

In Figure 3, one example of the ıRxfa ! ı�col transfer, that results by using this synthesis procedure on a specific wind
turbine using in this study, is shown; notice the change of the controller characteristics as a function of 	. In Figure 4,
a schematic representation of the tower damping control is shown. The nominal tower damping control loop contains, as
mentioned, an acceleration sensor that measures the fore-aft tower top position and based on it computes a tower damping
control action by means of collective pitch control; the control action is pre-filtered and then fed to the blade pitch actuators.
In situations where the turbine parameters such as the natural tower frequency differ from their nominal values used for the
design of the tower damping controller, the loop will not perform as expected and fatigue load reduction will be limited.
By contrast, the use of an adaptation mechanism as shown in Figure 4 could allow this control loop to react to changes in
the natural tower frequency by adjusting the controller parameters accordingly. When used in conjunction with an online
algorithm for estimation of the tower frequency, the controller update will be performed only occasionally when the tower
frequency estimate has changed significantly, e.g., at a time scale of days to weeks. The estimation of the tower frequency
falls outside the scope of this paper as this poses no technological challenge. Notice that besides its use for such online
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Figure 3. Bode plots for the ı Rxfa ! ı�col transfer of the LPV controller scheduled on � via the tower natural frequency.

Figure 4. Conceptual view of a nominal tower damping control loop (in black) with the addition of an adaptation mechanism based
on the estimated fore-aft tower frequency(in red).

adaptation, the presented adaptive controller could also be used to enable simplified manual fine-tuning, for instance, after
turbine installation, so as to ensure optimized operation for the actual measured tower frequency.

It should also be pointed out that, in addition to the adaptive controller (23), similarly, the same notch filters are used as
in the conventional tower damping controller (Figure 3).

4. CASE STUDY

In this section, a comparison of two tower damping control approaches as presented in Section 3 is given in terms of fatigue
load reduction performance. The study is focused on investigating the DEL mitigation potential of these two strategies
whenever the first fore-aft natural tower frequency is different from some nominal value.
Within the case study use is made of a generic three-bladed variable-speed pitch-regulated 5 MW bottom-supported
monopile offshore horizontal-axis50 based on a concept design.51 The following choices have been made in this case study:

Considered range for adaptive tower damping control design: a realistic range „ for the scheduling parameter 	 has
been chosen such that !n 2 Œ!n,nom � 20%,!n,nom C 20%�; the simulations and analysis are performed for five values
of !n within this interval;
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Figure 5. Obtained damage-equivalent loads for partial-load conditions: with tower damping control disabled . /, with nominal tower
damping control . / and with adaptive tower damping control

� �
.

Table I. Main turbine operation data for a single worst-case DELs simulation scenario
in partial-load conditions.

Nominal tower damping control Adaptive tower damping control

MAX .�r / [rpm] 11.49 11.48
SD .�r / [rpm] 1.46 1.46
SD . P�col / Œ

ı/s] 0.44 0.75
Energy [MWh] 6.13 6.12
Tower DELs [–] 2.49 � 107 2.49 � 107

DEL, damage-equivalent load; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 6. Obtained DELs for full-load conditions: with tower damping control disabled . /, with nominal tower damping control . /

and with adaptive tower damping control
� �

.
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Table II. Main turbine operation data for a single worst-case DELs simulation scenario
in full-load conditions.

Nominal tower damping control Adaptive tower damping control

MAX .�r / [rpm] 13.07 13.18
SD .�r / [rpm] 0.41 0.42
SD . P�col / Œ

ı/s] 0.91 1.26
Energy [MWh] 41.5 41.5
Tower DELs [–] 3.40 � 107 3.13 � 107

DEL, damage-equivalent load; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 7. Time series for a single worst-case damage-equivalent loads simulation scenario in partial-load conditions: simulation wind
speed . /, simulation with nominal tower damping control . / and simulation with adaptive tower damping control . /.

Tower damping control design conditions: the tower damping controller is designed at 20 m/s and is further not
scheduled on the wind speed;

Wind realization: two mean wind speeds are considered, one in partial-load conditions (5.25 [m/s]) and one in full-load
conditions (20 [m/s]). For each mean wind speed, three wind realizations (wind seeds) are generated and simulated to
enable an accurate estimate of the DELs;

Fatigue load calculation: the overall DELs are calculated using the rainflow-counting algorithm, separately for
partial-load conditions and full-load conditions as an average of the DELs corresponding to each of the three wind
realizations for a given value of the investigation parameter 	;

Simulation duration: the simulations have been run for 650 s (data from the first 50 s discarded to avoid that initial
transients affect the results).

The tower damping control loop can either be setup as nominal tower damping control, where the control strategy
described in Subsection 3.1 is tuned based on the nominal first fore-aft natural tower frequency or as adaptive tower
damping control, where the control strategy described in Subsection 3.2 is applied and the controller is fine-tuned based
on the parameter 	 that relates to the first fore-aft tower frequency used for the simulation model. An additional inves-
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Figure 8. Time series for a single worst-case damage-equivalent loads simulation scenario in full-load conditions: simulation wind
speed . /, simulation with nominal tower damping control . / and simulation with adaptive tower damping control . /.

tigation setting called tower damping control disabled serves to give an indication of the open-loop fatigue loads on the
turbine tower for the different simulation scenarios. The remainder of this section is dedicated to the analysis of the
simulation results.

In Figure 5, the DELs for partial-load conditions are displayed for the range of investigated fore-aft tower frequencies.
As can be seen, both nominal tower damping control and adaptive tower damping control allow for fatigue load reduction
when the first fore-aft tower natural frequency is below its nominal value; however, the latter allows for better performance
in terms of DELs and reduces by up to 1.5%, the worst-case fatigue loads that would be typically obtained by nominal
tower damping control. On the other hand, it can be observed that whenever the first fore-aft tower natural frequency is
above its nominal value, the adaptive tower damping control approach still performs well with respect to the loads obtained
by tower damping control disabled, whereas the nominal tower damping control approach does not and, on the contrary,
will even increase the fatigue loads when compared with the open-loop loads by up to 6.5%. Inspection of the associated
wind turbine operation data for one single worst-case support structure DEL simulation, given in Table I, reveals that the
added benefit of the adaptive tower damping controller is, as expected, small for partial-load conditions: though the RS
regulation remains almost unaffected, as can be noticed by the similar values of the maximimum RS (MAX .�r/) and its
standard deviation (SD .�r/), the collective blade pitch activity is increased according to the SD of the collective pitch
rate (SD . P�col/); finally, the energy production (Energy) and the support structure DELs (Tower DELs) are almost the same
when comparing the nominal tower damping control approach to the adaptive tower damping control one (note that these
values are different from the ones that can be observed in Figure 5 because these are the results corresponding to only one
wind seed, whereas Figure 5 shows the mean DELs for three different wind seeds).

In terms of full-load performance, as shown in Figure 6, the adaptive tower damping control approach performs well
for the entire range of investigated fore-aft natural tower frequencies and reduces the fatigue loads by up to 7% compared
with the open-loop fatigue loads. As a general trend, for natural tower frequencies above the nominal value, this control
strategy is outperformed by the nominal tower damping. However, when the natural tower frequency drops below its
nominal value, the latter approach is seen yet again to be less advantageous as DEL reduction becomes less pronounced
and, in the worst-case situation, the obtained DELs can even be higher than the open-loop fatigue loads. For this mentioned
situation, on the other hand, the adaptive tower damping control strategy does reduce both the loads obtained with tower
damping control disabled and the ones obtained with nominal tower damping control by as much as 3%. Although this
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may seem little, for wind turbine manufacturers, this does translate to an approximate saving of 3% on the costs of the
support structure!

The wind turbine operation data for a single worst-case support structure DEL simulation, displayed in Table II, shows
that the added benefit of the LPV tower damping control approach is here validated in terms of the wind turbine per-
formance: the RS regulation remains almost unaffected, while the collective blade pitching activity is slightly increased
(notice by inspection of the SD of the collective blace pitch rates that a daptive tower damping control is not significantly
more aggressive than nominal tower damping control). The energy production is almost the same for the two approaches,
whereas the resulting of the support structure DELs are significantly lower with the adaptive tower damping controller.

The performance of the investigated approaches can also be seen in the light of the obtained simulation time series
for e.g., the simulation scenarios corresponding to the worst-case DELs noticed. In Figure 7, it can be observed that for
below-rated collective wind speeds, the power performance of the implemented control system does not differ considerably
between the cases when nominal tower damping control or the adaptive tower damping control is used. Power regulation
and RS control performance is similar. However, the slight differences between the two time series of the TBM further show
that for this scenario, where a relative DEL reduction of up to 1.5% had been obtained by adaptive tower damping control,
this had been possible with limited collective pitch angle (CPA) activity. For the above-rated conditions of Figure 8, it can
be seen that the corresponding proposed relative 3% DEL reduction had been possible by reasonable pitching activity and
slightly weaker power performance.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has dealt with the problem of adapting wind turbine tower damping controller parameters according to changes
in the turbine support structure properties, parametrized in terms of the first fore-aft natural tower frequency. The exposition
has begun by the proposition of a wind turbine model that can be used for control design. Subsequently, attention has been
paid to both explaining a current design approach for the development of the tower damping control loop and to proposing
a new strategy that improves upon the current technology, allowing the controller to adapt to changes in the natural tower
frequency. The design approach that enables this strategy has been rooted in the LPV control theory. The two approaches
to turbine tower damping control have eventually been evaluated in terms of DEL reduction capability within a case study
for a generic wind turbine.

The study has revealed that the current approach to tower damping control does not provide optimal fatigue load reduc-
tion performance when the natural tower frequency of the wind turbine is different from its nominal value, typically used
for the design of the controller: whereas in some situations the DEL reduction is less significant than in the nominal case,
several scenarios have shown that such an approach could even increase DELs when compared with open-loop operation.
On the other hand, the proposed adaptive tower control strategy has been shown to bring guaranteed and satisfactory per-
formance in almost all situations. This strategy allows for a reduction of fatigue loads on the support structure of up to 3%,
which indicates that a reduction of the support structure costs of the same order can be expected by using the proposed
adaptive control algorithm.
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